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through green channel'

2. She was inquired by officers of Customs whether she were having any

dutiable / restricted items to declare before customs, in response to which she

replied in negative. The Customs authorities scanned 2 Check-in bags' and 1

Peach colored Hand Bag but nothing objectionable was found' The Customs

authorities asked the passenger to walk through the Door Frame Metal

Detector(DFMD);afterremovingallmetallicobjectsfromherbody/ctothes.The
passenger readily removed all the metallic objects such as ring, wallet, mobile

etc., and kept tf.em in a plastic tray and thereafter passed through the DFMD.

On her passing through the DFMD, a loud beep sound was heard which

indicated that there was presence of metallic substance in the middle and

upper part of her body. The Customs authorities once again, politely asked her

whether she was carrying any metallic substance on her body as the DFMD

was giving alert sound. On being politely asked, the passenger removed 4

bangles hidden in the sleeves of her overcoat and placed it in the tray, After

removal of the 4 bangles hidden in the sleeves of her overcoat, the passenger

was askedby Customs authorities to take off her overcoat so that the same

could be screened in the X-ray machine. On screening the overcoat in the X-ray
machine, I kadiwala chain and 2 anklets was found in the pocket of the
overcoat' Now, the passenger was once again asked to pass through the DFMD
machine and on passing, no alert sound was heard. on being further asked
passenger accepted that the said 4 bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets
were made of raw gold and further admitted that on arrival, she did not want to
declare the same to Customs so that she could clear it illicitly.

Ms. Mansi Chhelshankar Trivedi holding lndian Passport No' T9260404

(hereinafter also referred as "the Passenge/) arrived at Terminal-2' SVPI

Airport, Ahmedabad by Indigo Airways Flight No' 6E 72 from Sharjah by Air

Arabia Flight No'G9 0489 on 3O'01'2020'On suspicion' she was intercepted by

the olficers of Customs for detailed checking after she opted for clearance

g. Thereafter, Government Approved Valuer
telephonically for valuz
eord kadas and chain 

rtion, ascertaining the Jil ffr::Lrrffff::,.j
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Twenty One Lakhs, Thirty Eight Thousand Five Hundred and Fifty Nine Only)

(Tariff Value) and Rs. 25,08,497 l- (Rs. Twenty Five lakhs Eight thousand four

hundred and ninety seven only) (Market Value) which were placed under

seizure vide Panchnama dated 30.01.2020 under the reasonable belief that

the goods were smuggled into India and liable for conliscation under the

provisions of the Customs Act, 1962.

4. Statement of Ms. Mansi Chhelshankar Trivedi was recorded on 30.01.2020

wherein she, inter alia, stated that

F she was M.Com graduate from Gujarat University, she can read, write and

speak English, Gujarati and Hindi language;

F presently she owns a Human Resource Consultancy by the name of

Dwarkesh HR Consultan cy FZ LLC at Dubai and her job profiIe is to provide

her clients Blue collared and semi blue coilared candidates as per their

demand; she worked from her home and earned upto 500O Dirhams

monthly;

) she has travelled by Air Arabia Flight No. G9 0489 from Sharjah to

Ahmedabad on 30.01.2O20 and holding Indian passport no.T9260404; she

was intercepted by the Customs Officials and on being asked by the

Customs Officials in presence of independent Panchas, she denied

regarding the possession of any declarable / restricted / prohibited /
dutiable items;

D during checking of her baggage and on walking through the DFMD, 4

bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold were recovered from

her and the same were seized under Panchnama dated 30.01.2020;

D she was shown and explained the panchnama and after understanding the

same she put her dated signature on panchnama drawn on 30.01 .2020

under which 4 bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets of 24kt gold of 999

purity weighing 600.550grams having tariff value of Rs.21,38,559 I - and

local market value of Rs.25,08,497 l-, were recovered and seized from her;

! the facts narrated in the panchnama drawn on 30.01.2020 are true and

correct;

F the 4 bangles, I kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold does not belong

to her; the sarne was handed over to her by her friend at Dubai Shri Mihir

Parmar with a request to deliver it to one Shri Harsh Pandey at the

International Airport terminal at Ahmedabad; he arranged her tickets from

Sharjah to Ahmedabad;

F this is the first time she had brought the raw gold in the form of 4 bangles,

1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets and she had not declared the same to

Customs with an intention to clear it illicitly and to evade pa5rment of

Customs duty;

r rr^ \rr14n .ro /r,r0. A /C\/DtA/Un l1a1n._)1
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5. An SCN dated 11.O9.2O2O was issued to Ms. Mansi Chhelshankar Trivedi,

by the Joint Commissioner, Customs Ahmedabad as to why :

i) The 4 bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold totally

weighing 600.550 grams having tariff value of Rs. 2 1,38,559/ - (Rs.

Twenty One Lakhs, Thirty Eight Thousand Five Hundred and Fifty Nine

Only) (Tariff Value) and Rs. 25,08,497l- (Rs. Twenty Five lakhs Eight

thousand four hundred and ninety seven on$) (Market Value) placed

under seizure vide panchnama drawn on 3O.O 1 .2020, should not be

confiscated under the provisions of Sections 111(d), 111(i), 111(l) and

111(m) of the Customs Act, 1962;

ii) Penalty should not be imposed upon the passenger under Sections

112(a) and 112(b) of the Customs Act, 1962

DEFENCE REPLY & PERSONAL HEARING:-

6. Ms. Mansi Chhelshankar Trivedi has filed defence reply to the show

cause notice vide letter dated 25.O3.2O21. The submissions made are that-

D At the outset, I deny tJle allegations made against me in the subject show

cause notice as if they have been specifically and individually dealt with

by me, except what has been expressly admitted hereinaJter for this

proceedings;

F I also submit that seized gold is not liable to confiscation u/s 111 (d),

11 1 (0 111 (I) and 11 1 (m) of the Customs Act, L962 of the Customs Act,

1962 and I am not so liable to penalty u/s Section 112(a) & Section

1 12(b) and 1 12(i)ofCustomsAct1962, as alleged;

F I have also stated that I have travelled by Air Arabia Flight No. G9 0489

from Sharjah to Ahmedabad on 3OlOll2O2O and holding Indian

Passport r:o. T9260404, I was intercepted by the Customs Oflicials and

on being asked by the Customs Officials in presence of independent

Panchas have denied regarding the possession of any prohibited items;

) I have stated that during the checking of my baggage and on walking

through the DFMD, 4 Bangles,l kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of
gold were recovered and the s€une were seized under the Panchnama

dated 3O/Ot l2o2o;
F I have stated that this is the flrst time I have brought raw gold in the

form of 4 Bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of gold;

E N^ vlll/1n-?o/al9./\ /ctrora,/u.\/.^T ^ ..

F she had admitted that the said 4 bangles, I kadiwala chain and 2 anklets

made of Gold had been detected by the Customs Officers from her body and

thus she had tried to smuggle the gold into India.



D There was no malalide intention to bring (now) seized 4 Bangles, 1

kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of gold from Dubai;

F I am also producing Invoice showing the quantity;

F I respectfully submit that these facts and also documents have been

ignored and not taken into consideration in its right perspective till the

issue of this SCN and a copy of Invoice has been annexed;

F That the statement taken by the custom officer is taken in duress

through coercive actions as the statement mentioned in the SCN are also

not true to the core and cannot be relied on, it is stated in the show

cause notice that I have made a voluntary statement that the gold

belongs to Mihir Parmar; whereas the same is not true.

F The jewellery belongs to me and I have purchased the same under a valid

invoice, which has been enclosed herewith;

D That I was not having knowledge and awareness of provisions and

procedures related to the "Red" and "Green" channels therefore I was

mistakenly took the path of Green channel and I accept that was bona

Iide mistake;

F That I qualify to be an eligible passenger as mentioned in the notification

of notification No.L2 /2012 -Customs , dated the 17th March, 2Ol2

which has been mentioned above as I was in Dubai pior 7 months and

that validates me as an eligible passenger;

F Moreover even if there are any visits they are shorter than 30 days which

has been expressly mentioned in the notilication;

F However, fault on my part was that I ignorantly failed to lile a declaration

in the prescribed form before the proper officer of customs at the time of

my arrival in India;

) However, I state that I was not aware of the provisions of law and I was

under the bonafrde belief / impression that after a period of more than 6

months of stay abroad, I can carry upto 1 kg of gold with me, and I was

not a\i/are about the procedures to be followed for bringing t'Ile said 4

Bangles,l kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of gold from Dubai and

have entered Green channel and this situation arose though I am ready

to pay any duty imposed by the law for the 4 Bangles, 1 kadiwala chain

and 2 anklets made of gold;

F It may be noted that I have clearly made out the real facts, as mentioned

above at the first opportunity (reply to the show cause notice) and

considering the same to be true, correct or acceptable, the same may be

considered correctly for this proceedings;

F The SCN is only on the basis that passenger i.e me has not declared and

it could not be cleared, I request that it may be released u/s 125 of

E N^ \/ tl1n-7qlO&A/SVptA/HO/2020_21
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customs Act 1962 to me and allowed to be re-exported u/ s 80 of

Customs Act 1962;

F I also submit that this is neither a big case of large scale smuggling nor

any organized smuggling and rather a case of ignorant lady passenger

who improperly (without following textbook provision of procedural

aspects) brought into India gold purchasei out of my earnings at Dubai

and tJle allegations made in this SCN about smuggling are also not

correct;

F The confiscation/penalty proposed to be imposed is not warranted or
justilied in facts of this case, particularly, when the seized gold was

declared and passenger was intercepted before his clearance and prayer

is for re-export;

F it is prayed that upon necessary payment of redemption fine and penalty

the seized gold may be allowed to be re-exported or be permitted to be

imported in India under provisions of Customs Act 1962 (with Payment

of necessary Duty);

) The following case laws are submitted:-

1. K.T.M.S. Mohammed. vs Union of India, AIR 1992 SC 1831

2. Vigneswaran Sethuraman v. Union Of India WP(C).No. 628L ol
2014

3. A.K. JEWELLERS v/s CC-2003 (155) E.L.T. 585 (Tri. - LB),

4. 1992(62lEm-674(G.O.\ Collector of Customs V/s Mrs Patel N.

5. 1994(69)EW-556(Bom.-Tri.) Kanta Margo v/s Collector of

Customs.

6. 2Ol7 (348) E.L.T. 633 (Mad.) - N. Hyder Ali v/s PC,

Customs,Chennai.

7. Shaik Jamal Basha v. Government of India 1997 (91\ ELT 227

8. Hon'ble High Court of Calcutta in CC (Prev ) vs Uma Shankar

Verma

9. Kuber Casting Private Limited v. Commissioner of Customs,

Amritsar- reported in 2016 (339) E.L.T.264 (Tribunal-Chandigarh)

10. Sai International Vs Shri S.S Gatg C1526 - 54112007 &,

c/6s6/2oo8

7. The Personal Hearing through video conferencing facility in the matter
was granted ot 26.03.2020. Mr. Aaditya D. Bhat, Advocate appeared on behalf

of noticee on 26.03.2020 for personal hearing through video conferencing. He

reiterated the submissions made in defence reply dated 25.O3.2O2O and stated

that noticee is a frequent flyer. The noticee has her Human Resource

Consultancy by the name of Dwarkesh fZ LLC at Dubai for providing Blue

a

F. No. Vl lll10-29/O&AlsvPl Al Ho / 2o2 o-21
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collared and semi Blue collared candidates. The noticee had purchased the

gold jewellery under Tax invoice dated 29.Ol2O2O.The noticee had lived in

Dubai for more than six months. The noticee was not aware of the provisions of

law. He requested to allow the re-export of the seized gold on payment of

redemption fine and penalty.

DISCUSSION & F'INDINGS

8. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case, the written submission

made by the said passenger dated 25.03.2020, oral submission made during

the course of personal hearing as well as the documents available on records. I

proceed to decide the case on the basis of facts and evidences available on

record.

9. The sole issue for consideration is t-Jre proposal for confiscation of 4
bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold totally weighing

600.550 grams having tariff value of Rs. 21,38,559/- (Rs. Twenty One Lakhs,

Thirty Eight Thousand Five Hundred and Fifty Nine Only) (Tariff Value) and

Rs. 25,08,497/- (Rs. Twenty Five lakhs Eight thousand four hundred and

ninety seven only) (Market Value) which was smuggled by the passenger and

placed under seizure vide panchnama dated 30.01.2020.The seizure was made

under SecLion 110 of Customs Act, 1962 on the reasonable belief that the said

goods were smuggled into India and liable for confiscation under the

provisions of the Customs Act, 1962.

10. I find that the panchnama clearly draws out the fact that the passenger

was intercepted when she was passing and was about to exit the green

channel, and on the basis of suspicious movement, personal search of the

passenger and her baggage was conducted. The passenger did not declare the

gold and denied to have dutiable goods. It is mentioned in the panchnama that

the baggages of the passenger were scanned but nothing objectionable was

found. The Customs authorities asked the passenger to walk through the Door

Frame Metal Detector (DFMD); after removing all metallic objects from her

body/clothes. The passenger readily removed all the metallic objects such as

ring, wallet, mobile etc., and kept them in a plastic tray and thereafter passed

through the DFMD. On her passing through the DFMD, a loud beep sound

was heard which indicated tlat there was presence of metallic substance in

the middle and upper part of her body. The Customs authorities once again,

politely asked her whether she was carrying any metallic substance on her

body as the DFMD was giving alert sound. On being politely asked, the

passenger removed 4 bangles hidden in the sleeves of her overcoat and placed

F r.- rrrrrrn^ .^l^o ^ r.ttnt^ ln^/.^.^.r,t
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it in the tray. After removal of the 4 bangles hidden in the sleeves of her

overcoat, the passenger was asked by Customs authorities to take off her

overcoat so that the same could be screened in the X-ray machine. On

screening the overcoat in the X-ray machine, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets

was found in the pocket of the overcoat. It is on record that the passenger had

admitted tJ at she was carrying gold which was intended to smuggle in without

declaring before Customs Officers. It is also on record that the Government

approved valuer has tested and certified that that 4 bangles, 1 kadiwala chain

and 2 anklets were made of Gold, totally weighing 600.550 Grams having

purity 999 of 24kt was valued at Rs. 21,38,5591- (Rs. Twenty One Lakhs,

Thirty Eight Thousand Five Hundred and Fifty Nine Only) (Tariff Value) and

Rs. 25,08,497/- (Rs. Twenty Five lakhs Eight thousand four hundred and

ninetSr seven only) (Market Value) which were placed under seizure vide

Panchnama dated 30.01.2020 in the presence of the passenger and Panchas.

11. I find that it is quite clear that the passenger has neither questioned the

manner of the panchnama proceedings at the material time nor controverted

the facts detailed in the panchnama during the course of recording her

statement. Every procedure conducted during the panchnama by the Officers

is well documented and made in the presence of the panchas as well as the

passenger. The passenger has not dislodged any of the facts narrated in her

deposition. The passenger in her statement dated 30.01.2020 stated that the 4

bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Goid does not belong to her;

the same was handed over to her by her friend at Dubai Shri Mihir Parmar

with a request to deliver it to one Shri Harsh Pandey at the International

Airport terminal at Ahmedabad and he arranged her tickets from Sharjah to

Ahmedabad. The passenger in her statement dated 30.01.2020 admitted that
the said 4 bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold had been

detected by the Customs Officers from her body and thus she had tried to
smuggle the gold into India. In fact, in her statement, she has clearly admitted

that she had intentionally not declared the seized items i.e. 4 bangies, 1

kadiwala chain and 2 anklets were made of Gold, totally weighing 600.550

Grams having purity 999 of 24kt on her arrival before the Customs officer with

an intent to clear them illicitly and evade payment of Customs duty and

thereby, violated provisions of Customs Act, the Baggage Rules, the Foreign

Trade (Development & Regulations) Act, 1992, the Foreign Trade (Development

& Regulations) Rules, 1993 and the Foreign Trade Policy 2O|5-2O2O.

12. F\rrther, the passenger has accepted that she had not declared the gold

on her arrival to the Customs authorities and on asking denied to have

dutiable goods. The Customs officers asked the passenger to walk through the
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Door Frame Metal Detector (DFMD); after removing all metallic objects from her

body/clothes and the passenger readily removed all the metallic objects such

as ring, wallet, mobile etc., and kept them in a plastic tray and thereafter

passed through the DFMD. On her passing through the DFMD, a loud beep

sound was heard which indicated that there was presence of metallic

substance in the middle and upper part of her body. The Customs authorities

once again, politely asked her whether she was carrying any metallic substance

on her body as the DFMD was giving alert sound. On being politely asked, the

passenger removed 4 bangles hidden in the sleeves of her overcoat and placed

it in the tray. After removal of the 4 bangles hidden in the sleeves of her

overcoat, the passenger was asked by Customs authorities to take off her

overcoat so that the same could be screened in the X-ray machine. On

screening the overcoat in the X-ray machine, I kadiwala chain and 2 anklets

was found in the pocket of the overcoat. It is clear case of non declaration with

an intent to smuggle the gold. Accordingly, there is sufficient evidence to say

that the passenger had kept the gold which was in her possession and failed to

declare the same before the Customs Authorities on her arrival at SVP

International Airport, Ahmedabad. It is seen that the passenger had not frled

the baggage declaration form or e- file the baggage declaration on Atithi mobile

aapplication and had not declared the gold which was in her possession, as

envisaged under Section 77 of the Act read with the Baggage Rules and

Baggage Regulations. passenger had attempted to smuggle gold into India with

an intention to evade payment of Customs duty.Four bangles, 1 kadiwala chain

and 2 anklets made of Gold, totally weighing 600.550 Grams having purity

999 of 24kt cannot be construed as 'bonafide baggage' within the meaning of

Section 79 of tt'e Customs Act 1962 read with Para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade

Policy, 2015-2020. As per Para 2.26 of t}:e Foreign Trade Policy, a passenger is

allowed to import bona-fide household and personal eifect only, as his bona-

fide baggage. It also seen that the said passenger attempted to smuggle the

goods without fiIing the Customs declaration form, which is in contravention

of section 77 of t}:,.e Customs Act 1962 read with the Baggage Rules, 2016

(Tlaggage RulesJ and Regulation 3 of the Customs Baggage Declaration

Regulations, 2O13 ('Baggage Regulations). The case of smuggling of gold

recovered from her possession and which was kept undeclared with an

intention of smuggling the same and in order to evade payment of Customs

duty is conclusively proved. Thus, it is proved that passenger violated Section

77 , Section 79 of the Customs Act for import/ smuggling of gold which were

not for bonafide use and thereby violated Rule 11 of the Foreign Trade

Regulation Rules 1993, and para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade Policy 2Ol5-2O.

r ^r^ r/'l I /.t ^ 10/rr9. A /<\rDtA /r.r11l)a)n_2i
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L4. Further ,I find no merits in the submissions of noticee in reply dated

25.03.2021 that statement recorded under section 1O8 of the Customs Act,

L962 were taken under duress and therefore ttrey are not true. The retraction

is too much belated and hence is not valid and seems to be on lega1 advice and

the statement is admissibte. Further, it seen that the passenger is well

educated and in her statement dated 3O.O|2O-212 has stated that she was

M.Com graduate from Gujarat University, she can read, write and speak

English, Gujarati and Hindi language and has signed the panchnama and her

statement after reading and understanding it. On perusal of her statement

dated 3O.1.202O also, it is seen that it contains facts that can only be given

voluntarily. Noticee herself states that she owns a Human Resource

Consultancy by the name of Dwarkesh HR Consultan cy FZ LLC at Dubai and

is a frequent flyer but states in her written reply dated 25.03.2021 that she

was not having knowledge and awareness of provisions and procedures related

to the "Red" and uGreen" channels tlerefore she was mistakenly took the path

of Green channel which doesnt appear to be convincing and is contradictory as

anyone who has gone abroad earlier is aware of the procedures arrd checking

by Customs. Moreover ,the passenger was intercepted at the exit and end of
green channel and still the passenger did not declare the gold and denied to

E T\l^ \/llt/1n- 10 /t10- A lewDt 
^ 

I !jf\ l1.r. /,!'t 4

13. From the facts discussed above, it is evident that the passenger had

imported gold with an intention to smuggle the same and thereby clearing the

same without pa5rment of Customs duty applicable on them, therefore, has

made the 4 bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets were made of Gold, totally

weighing 600.550 Grams having purity 999 of 24kt, liable for confiscation,

under tlee provisions of Sections 111(d), (i), 111(l), 111(m) of the Customs Act

1962. By not declaring the gold and keeping the same undeclared, it is

established that the passenger had a clear intention to bring the gold

undetected and clear the gold without payment of Customs duty. The act of

omission in relation to the subject goods falls within the ambit of 'smuggling'as
defined under Section 2(39) of the Act. It is also seen that the gold is to be

construed as 'prohibited', in terms of the provisions of Section 2(33) of the

Customs Act 1962. Hence, it is proved beyond doubt that all thl above acts of

contravention on the part of the passenger have rendered Four bangies, 1

kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold, totally weighing 600.550 Grams

having purity 999 of 24kt having value of Rs. 21,38,559/- (Rs. Twenty One

Lakhs, Thirty Eight Thousand Five Hundred and Fifty Nine Only) (Tariff Value)

and Rs. 25,08,497 /- (Rs. Twenty Five lakhs Eight thousand four hundred and

ninet5r seven only) (Market Value) placed under seizure vide panchnama dated

3O.O7.2O2O, are liable for conliscation under the provisions of Sections 111(d),

(i), 1110) and 111(m) of the Act.
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have dutiable goods and even when she was asked to walk through the Door

Frame Metal Detector (DFMD); after removing all metallic objects from her

body/clothes; she did not take out 4 bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets

made of raw Gold which shows her clear intent of smuggling the seized gold.

Even in her written reply dated 25.03.2021, the passenger has confessed that

she was intercepted by the Customs Offrcials and on being asked by the

Customs Officials in presence of independent Panchas, she denied regarding

the possession of any prohibited items and during the checking of her baggage

and on walking through the DFMD, 4 Bangles,l kadiwala chain and 2 anklets

made of gold were recovered and the szune were seLed under the Panchnama

dated 30/01/2O2O.The passenger in her written reply dated 25.03.2021 has

stated tJlat she is producing an Invoice showing the quantity and added that

these facts and also documents have been ignored and not taken into

consideration in its right perspective tiil the issue of this SCN But the

passenger in her statement dated 30.01.2020 stated that the 4 bangles, I
kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold does not belong to her and the

same was handed over to her by her friend at Dubai Shri Mihir Parmar with a

request to deliver it to one Shri Harsh Pandey at the International Airport

terminal at Ahmedabad and he arranged her tickets from Sharjah to

Ahmedabad. If the passenger had the invoice with her at the time of

interception by Customs on 3O.01 .2O20, it is surprising that she did not

produce the invoice at that time. Further, on perusing the invoice dated

29.O1.2O2O produced by the passenger in her written reply dated 25.O3.2O2L,

it is seen that the bill does not bear the signature of customer i.e passenger

which is unusual. Further, it is also seen in the above invoice that 1 piece PA

TT bar of 198 grams has been sold along with 4 pcs of B General 999.0 and 1

piece OF C General 999.0 of 280 grams and L22 grams respectively whereas 4

bangles totally weighing 280 grams,l gold kadi wali chain of 122 grams and 2

gold anklets coated with white Rhodium of 198.520 grams was seized from the

passenger on 3O.01.2020; so the quantity, weight and description does not

match in the above stated Invoice and hence the above stated invoice

produced now appears to be fake. Further, the passenger has not supplied

source of money for purchase of the seized gold or any corroboratory

documentar5r evidence under section 123 of the Customs Act 1962 .This clearly

shows the intention of smuggling of passenger. Noticee in reply dated

25.03.2021 has stated that she qualifies to be an eligible passenger as

mentioned in the notilication of notification No.l2 l2OL2 -Customs , dated the

17th March, 2012, as she was in Dubai pnor 7 months and that validates her

as an eligible passenger whereas it is seen that in she has made two short

visits and arrived in India on 15.7.2019 and departed on 4.O8.2O2Q and again

came to India on 01.09.2019 and departed on 06.09.2020 and she has

. .r^ r,lr/i^ .ln/f.tg.^ rc\rr,l  /uar/lnrat ,1
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admitted in her statement dated 3O.O1.2O20 that gold does not belong to her

and she is a carrier carrying gold belonging to one Mihir Parmar and so more

likely appears to be a professional smuggler since she is frequently making

short visits Further,as per Baggage Rules 2O16, a eligible female after 6
months stay can only bring only 40 grams jewellery and import of gold is

allowed except ornaments after declaration of the same and payment of duty.l

find this submission just an eyewash, after-thoughts and attempt to mis-lead

the adjudicating authority.

15. The noticee has further requested that the goods may be released on RF

arrd penalty or allowed to be re-exported. Reliance is placed upon the case laws

that gold is not a prohibited item and the same can be released on pa5rment of

redemption line, duty and penalty. I find that in her defence, has cited a

number of judgments in support of her claim that seized goods should be

released to her -
1. K.T.M.S. Mohammed. vs Union of India, AIR 1992 SC 1831

2. Vigneswaran Sethuraman v. Union Of India WP(C).No. 6281 of

2014

3. A.K. JEWELLERS v/s CC-2003 (155) E.L.T. 585 (Tri. - LB),

4. 1992(62\ELT-674(G.O.I) Collector of Customs V/s Mrs Patel N.

5. 1994(69lELT-556(Bom.-Tri.) Kanta Margo v/s Collector of

Customs.

6. 2Ol7 (348) E.L.T. 633 (Mad.) - N. Hyder Ali v/s PC,

Customs,Chennai.

7. Shaik Jamal Basha v. Government of India L997 (9l) ELT 227

8. Hon'ble High Court of Calcutta in CC (Prev ) vs Uma Shankar

Verma

9. Kuber Casting Private Limited v. Commissioner of Customs,

Amritsar- reported in 2O16 (339) E.L.T.264 (Tribunal-Chandigarh)

10. Sai International Vs Shri S.S Garg C1526 - 54112007 &

cl656l2Oo8
On going through the above case laws I lind that K.T.M.S. Mohammed. vs

Union of India, AIR 1992 SC 1831 is not relevant as it is about relevancy of

statement under Foreign Exchange Regulation Act within meaning of judicial

proceedings must be examined only quo provisions of FERA and not with
reference to provisions of any alien Act.and it is for the maker of statement who

alleges inducement,threat ,promise etc. to establish the same. Whereas in the

instant case, the statement of the passenger has been recorded by gazetted

officer under section 108 of the Customs Act which is deemed to be judicial

proceedings and used for proceedings under the Customs Act 1962 and

passenger has not produces any proof of duress or threat and even in her

F N^ V t/1n-?q /nP, A /(\./016 /Hn /?n?n-r l
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written reply dated 25.O3.2O2L has confessed that she did not declare the

seized goods during the checking of her baggage and on walking through the

DFMD. Further,I find the case law Vigneswaran Sethuraman v. Union Of India

WP(C).No. 6281 of 2014 cited is not applicable as it is about a foreigner and

there was no concealment whereas in the instant case, the passenger is an

Indian and she had hidden the seized gold hidden in the sleeves ofher overcoat

and pockets and did not declare it even before going for DFMD checks.On

. going through the above other case laws I lind that the case laws deal with

Section 125 of the Customs Act, L962 which gives the authority to allow the

clearance or re-export of the confiscated goods to the adjudicating authority.

The ratio of the same is not applicable to the present case as the facts of the

present case are drastically differ from the cases cited by the noticee in his

defense as noticee admitted in her statement dated 3O.01.2020 that gold does

not belong to her and she is a carrier carrying gold belonging to one Mihir

Parmar. Further, the quantity, weight and description does not match in the

Invoice produced by the passenger in her written reply and hence the above

stated invoice produced now appears to be fake. The passenger has not

submitted any corroboratory documentary evidence under section 123 of the

Customs Act 1962 and admitted in her statement dated 30.01.2020 that she

is a carrier, hence the ratio of the same is not applicable to the present case. I
' also find that there is a plethora of judgments in favour of release as well as

against release of goods on payment of duty, redemption ltne and penalty, once

it is established that the goods in question comes under the ambit of

"prohibited goods" as defined under Section 2(33) of Customs Act, 1962 and

the act of malafide intention in relation to subject items fall within the meaning

of "smuggling", as defined under Section 2(39) of Customs Act, 1962. From the

submission of the passenger itself that she is ready to pay the Customs duty,

fine and penalt5r, it is principally agreed by the passenger that she had

contravened various provisions of Customs Act, 1962 and the Rules and

Regulation made there under. I find that it is a settled legal position that ratio

of one case law should not be blindly applied to another case without

examining the facts & circumstances of each case. The Honlcle Supreme Court

. 
in the case ofCCE, Calcutta Vs. Alnoori tobacco products | 2OO4 (17 O) ELT 135

(SC)] has stressed the need to discuss how the facts of decision relied upon

Iirst factual situation of a given case and to exercise caution while applying the

ralion of one case to another. This has been reiterated in judgment in the case

of Escort ltd. Vs. CCE, Delhi l2OO4 (173) ELT 113 (SC)l and in case of CC (Port),

Chennai Vs Toyota Kirloskar l2OO7 (2L3lr ELT 4 (SC)I. In the instant case it has

been established beyond doubt that on her passing through the DFMD, a loud

beep sound was heard and the Customs authorities once again, politely asked

her whether she was carrying any metallic substance on her body as the DFMD
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was giving alert sound. On being politely asked, the passenger removed 4

bangles hidden in the sleeves of her overcoat and placed it in the tray. After

remova-l of the 4 bangles hidden in the sleeves of her overcoat, the passenger

was asked by Customs authorities to take off her overcoat so that the same

could be screened in the X-ray machine. On screening the overcoat in the X-ray

machine, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets was found in the pocket of the

overcoat and is clear case of non declaration with an intent to smuggle the

gold; falls within the meaning of "prohibited goods" and the act of malafide

intention in relation to carrying gold concealed falls within the meaning of

"smuggling". Honlole Supreme Court in case of Dropti Devi &Anr reported in

[(2012)6S.C.R307] has observed and taken a serious view of smuggling

activities The smugglers by flouting the regulations and restrictions by their

misdeeds directly effect the national economy and thereby endanger the

security of the country. I think the citation of various judgments have been

answered.

16. I further find that the gold is not on the list of prohibited items per se but
import of the same is controlled. The view taken by the Hon'bie Supreme Court

in the case of Om Prakash Bhatia however in very clear terms lay down the

principle that if importation and exportation of goods are subject to certain

prescribed conditions, which are to be fulfilled before or after clearance of

goods, non-fulfillment of such conditions would make the goods fall within the

ambit of 'prohibited goods'. This makes the gold seized in the present case

"prohibited goods" as the passenger trying to smuggle jewellery and which for

an eligible female person is only 40 grams and import of gold is allowed except

ornaments after declaration of the same and payment of duty. She further
stated in her statement that in her statement dated 30.01.2020 stated that the

4 bangles, I kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold does not beiong to her

and the same was handed over to her by her friend at Dubai Shri Mihir
Parmar with a request to deliver it to one Shri Harsh Pandey at the

International Airport terminal at Ahmedabad and he arrarged her tickets from

Sharjah to Ahmedabad. Further, on perusing the invoice dated 29.O1.2O2O

produced by the passenger in her written reply dated 25.03.2021, it is seen

that the bill does not bear the signature of customer i.e passenger which is
unusual. Further, it is also seen in the above invoice that I piece PA TT bar of
198 grams has been sold along with 4 pcs of B General 999.0 and i piece OF

C General 999.O of 280 grams and 122 grams respectively whereas 4 bangles

totally weighing 280 grams,l gotd kadi wali chain of 122 grams and 2 gold

anklets coated with white Rhodium of 198.520 grams was seized from the

passenger on 3O.O1.2020; so the quantity, weight and description does not

match in the above stated Invoice and hence the above stated invoice

F. No- Vlll/'lO-29/O&A/sVPlA/Ho/2n2o-21
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produced now appears to be fake.. Further,as the DFMD was giving alert sound

and on being politely asked, the passenger removed 4 bangles hidden in the

sleeves of her overcoat and placed it in the tray. After removal of the 4 bangles

hidden in the sleeves of her overcoat, the passenger was asked by Customs

authorities to take off her overcoat so that the same could be screened in the

X-ray machine. On screening the overcoat in the X-ray machine, 1 kadiwala

chain and 2 anklets was found in the pocket of the overcoat.The passenger did

not take it before going through DFMD machine with an intention to smuggle

the same and evade palrment of Customs duty. By using this modus it is

proved that the goods are offending in nature, on its importation. Here,

conditions are not fullilled by the passenger. Hence, I am of the view that the

four bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold, totally weighing

600.550 Grams having purity 999 of 24kt recovered from the passenger would

be liable to absolute confiscation. I am therefore, not inclined to use my

discretion to give an option to redeem four bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2

anklets made of Gold, totally weighing 600.550 Grams having purity 999 of

24kt on payment of a redemption line, as envisaged under Section 125 of the

Act.

17. I further find that in the case of Khemani Purshottam Mohandas vs

CC,CSI Airport, Mumbai reported ir,2017 (354) ELT 275 (Trt. Mumbai),Honble

Tribunal also upheld the absolute conliscation of the seized smuggled gold

holding the view that allowing redemption fine is at discretion of the

adjudicating authority based on the facts of case and the fact of smuggling of

gold was not disputed in the case of Hon'ble Tribunal. In the case before me,

the fact is that the passenger attempted to smuggle the gold with an intention

to evade detention by Customs and therefore I am not inclined to use

discretion of giving option to the passenger as I find that the smuggled gold in

the present case is liable to absolute confiscation.

18. Similarly in its decision, the High Court of Madras in the case of

Samyanathan Murugesan reported at 2OO9 (247l. ELT 21(Mad) held that the

Commissioner's order for absolute confiscation in a case of smuggling of gold

was Proper.

19. The Hon'bie High Court Of Madras in the matter of COMMISSIONER OF

CUSTOMS (AIR), CHENNAI-I Versus P. SINNASAMY 2016 (344) E.L.T.

1154 (Mad.) held-

Tribunal had arrogated pou.ters of oLjudicating authaitg bg directing

authoritg to release gold bg exercising option in fauour of respondent -

r .r- irrrr/a^ .^/^o a /.rrhr^ rrr^/r^.^ ..
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Ilibunal had ouerlooked categorical finding of adjudicating autlaritg that

respondent tnd deliberatelg attempted to smuggle 2548.3 grams of gold, bg

conealing and uithout declaration of Custom.s for monetary consideration -

Adjudicatirq autlnitg had giuen reasons for confiscation of gold while

allowing redemption of other goods on pagment of fine - Discretion exercised

by autlnitg to deny release, is in accordance uith law - Interference bg

Tlibunal is against law and unjustified -

Redemption fine - Option - Confiscation of smuggled gold - Redemption

cannot be allowed, as a matter of right - Discretion anferred on adjudicating

authoritg to decide - Not open to Tribunal to issue any positiue directions to

adjudicating autloritg to exercise option in fauour of redemption.

19. In 2O2O (371) E.L.T. 22a (Mad.), The High Court Of Judicature At

Madras in the matter of Commissioner Of Customs (Air), Chennai-l Versus

Abdul Azeez has held that established facts indicated that noticee had

smuggled gold into country and he had no documents/ explanation for its
lawful possession and there was no scope for remand of matter to

Commissioner with direction to exercise discretion to give option for

redemption of gold.

2o. In 2Ol9 (370) E.L.T. 1743 (G.O.I.),before the Government Of India,

Ministry Of Finance,[Department of Revenue - Revisionary Authority];Ms.

Mallika Arya, Additional Secretaqr in Abdul Kalam Ammangod Kunhamu vide

Order No. l7l2O19-Cus., dated 7-1O-2O19 in F. No. 375l06lBl2OI7-RA stated

that it is observed that C.B.I. & C. had issued instruction vide L€tter P. No.

a95/5/92-Cus. VI, dated 10-5-1993 wherein it has been instructed that "in
respect of gold seized for non-declaration, no option to redeem the same on

redemption fine under Section 125 of the Customs Act, 1962 should be given

except in very trivial cases where the adjudicating authority is satisfied that
there was no concealment of the gold in question.

2L. Further, I find that in the submissions, the passenger has requested that
the gold may be allowed for re-export. In the present scenario, the passenger is

required to hle declaration on arrival and she has to deciare anything which is
dutiable or prohibited. More reliance is placed on the passenger hence it
becomes incumbent upon the passenger to declare what is dutiable. 'No

declaration' is nothing but a veiled attempt to smuggle the goods. ln Smt. Jasuir

Kaar u. U.O.I, and Otlers (CW1399/91), the court per Hon'ble Justice B.N.

Kirpal has inter alia observed that :-
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"We haue no manner of doubt that re-export canrlot be asked for as of
right. If the Custom.s autLarities haue ame to tle conclusion, a.s tleg did

in the present case, ttwt the intention of bnnging an artble of hiSh ualue is

to dispose it of in India or is in an attempt to smuggle the same into India

then the question of re-export cannot arise wten that article is recouered

from the passenger. Tle passenger cannot be giuen a chance to try his

luck and smuggle Gold into tle country and if caught he slwuld be giuen

permission to re-export. Tlwt is not ttte intention of Rule 3 or Rule 7 of the

Tourist Baggage Rules. It k ttre genuine personal jeuellery uhich alone is

permitted to be brought into the country and which must be re-exported.

Wheneuer tlw Customs autlwrities ftnd that in tte garb of personal items

goods are soughl to be smuggled or brought into tle country without the

authoritA of laut then th.ere is euery right utith ttte Gouentment to confiscate

tle same. For good and ualid reason re-export mag be allowed but it
cannot be claimed as of rrght."

In the instant case the the gold was concealed / hidden by her and as the

DFMD was giving alert sound and on being politely asked, the passenger

removed 4 bangles hidden in the sleeves of her overcoat and placed it in the

tray. After removal of the 4 bangles hidden in the sleeves of her overcoat, the

passenger was asked by Customs authorities to take off her overcoat so that

the same could be screened in the X-ray machine. On screening the overcoat in

the X-ray machine, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets was found in the pocket of

the overcoat. She further stated in her statement dated 3O.OI.2O2O that the 4

bangles, I kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold does not belong to her

and the same was handed over to her by her friend at Dubai Shri Mihir

Parmar with a request to deliver it to one Shri Harsh Pandey at the

International Airport terminal at Ahmedabad and he arranged her tickets from

Sharjah to Ahmedabad. Further, on perusing the invoice dated 29.O1.2O2O

produced by the passenger in her written reply dated 25.03.2021, it is seen

that the bill does not bear the signature of customer i.e passenger which is

unusual. Further, it is also seen in the above invoice that 1 piece PA TT bar of

198 grams has been sold along with 4 pcs of B General 999.O and 1 piece OF

C General 999.O of 280 grams arrd 122 grams respectively whereas 4 bangles

totally weighing 280 grams,l gold kadi wali chain of 122 grams and 2 gold

anklets coated with white Rhodium of 198.520 grams was seized from the

passenger on 3O.01.2020; so ttre quantity, weight and description does not

match in the above stated Invoice and hence the above stated invoice

produced now appears to be fake.The passenger has not submitted any

corroboratory documenta4r evidence under section 123 of tl:e Customs Act

1962 . The filing of declaration under section 77 of t}:e Customs Act 1962 is

mandatory which the passenger has not filed any declaration. I, therefore, find

E ir^ \/rr/1n_?o /aR L l<\tqt& lHo l)o)o-) 1
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tJlat the reasons put forth by the passenger during the personal hearing is

nothing but an afterthought and do not allow re-export.

22. From the above judicial pronouncements, it is clear that in case of
prohibited goods, discretion is vested with the adjudicating authority to give an

option to the passenger/importer to pay fine in lieu of confiscation. In the

instant case, the smuggling of gold was done by the passenger. This leaves me

with no option but to absolutely confiscate four bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and

2 anklets made of Gold, totally weighing 600.550 Grams having purity 999 of

24kt.

23. It is quite clear from the above findings that gold was kept undeclared

and on her passing through the DFMD, a loud beep sound was heard and the

Customs authorities once again, politely asked her whether she was carrying

any metallic substance on her body as the DFMD was giving alert sound. On

bbing politely asked, the passenger removed 4 bangles hidden in the sleeves of

her overcoat and placed it in the tray. After removal of the 4 bangles hidden in

the sleeves of her overcoat, the passenger was asked by Customs authorities to

take off her overcoat so that the same could be screened in the X-ray machine.

On screening the overcoat in the X-ray machine, 1 kadiwala chain and 2

anklets was found in the pocket of the overcoat and is clear case of non

declaration with an intent to smuggle the gold. The record before me suggest

that the passenger did not choose to declare it as she chose green channel for

Customs clearance after arriving from foreign destination and four bangles, 1

kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold, totally weighing 600.550 Grams

having purity 999 of 24kt was placed under seizure vide panchnama drawn on

3O.OL,2O2O. She further stated in her statement dated 3O.OL.2O2O that the 4

bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold does not belong to her

and the same was handed over to.her by her friend at Dubai Shri Mihir
Parmar with a request to deliver it to one Shri Harsh Pandey at the

International Airport terminal at Ahmedabad and he arranged her tickets from

Sha{ah to Ahmedabad. Further, on perusing the invoice dated 29.OL.2O2O

produced by the passenger in her written reply dated 25.03.2021, it is seen

that the bill does not bear the signature of customer i.e passenger which is

unusual. Further, it is also seen in the above invoice that 1 piece .PA TT bar of
198 grams has been sold along with 4 pcs of B General 999.0 and 1 piece OF

C General 999.0 of 280 grams and 122 grams respectiveiy whereas 4 bangles

totally weighing 280 grams,l gold kadi wali chain of 122 grams and 2 gold

anklets coated with white Rhodium of 198.520 grams was seized from the
passenger on 30.01.2O20; so the quantity, weight and description dbes not
match in the above stated Invoice and hence the above stated invoice
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'produced now appears to be fake.The passenger has not submitted any

corroboratory documentary evidence under section I23 of the Customs Act

1962 .. Despite having knowledge that the goods had to be declared and would

be offending on its import, the passenger had tried to clear four bangles, I
kadiwala chain and 2 anklets made of Gold, totally weighing 600.550 Grams

having purity 999 of 24kt by not declaring the same on arrival at the airport.

The intention was thus clear, I find that she has committed an offence of the

nature described in Section 112(a) & 112(b) of Customs Act, 1962 makes her

liable for penalty under Section 112 (i) of the Customs Act,l962. By using the

modus of concealment of the said gold, it is observed that the passenger was

fully aware that the goods would be offending in nature on its import. It,
therefore, is proved that she has knowingly carried the gold and failed to
declare the same on her arrival at the airport. It is seen that she has involved

in carrying, keeping, concealing and has dealt with the offending goods in a
manner which she knew or had reasons to believe were liable to confiscation

under the Act. It, therefore, proved that the passenger has committed an

offence of the nature described in Section 1 12(a) & 1 12(b) of Customs Act,

L962.

24. Given my above findings, I pass the following Order.

ORDER

I order absolute conliscation of 4 bangles, 1 kadiwala chain and 2

anklets made of Gold totally weighing 600.550 grams having tariff value

of Rs. 21,38,559/- (Rs. Twenty One Lakhs, Thirty Eight Thousand Five

Hundred and Fifty Nine Only) (Tariff Value) and Rs. 25,O8,497l- (Rs.

Twenty Five lakhs Eight thousand four hundred and nineqr seven only)

(Market Value) placed under seizure vide panchnama drawn on

3O.O 1 .2020 and attempted to be smuggled and recovered from the

passenger, under the provisions of Sections 111(d), 111(i),111 (l),111 (m)

of the Customs Act 1962;

I impose a penalty of Rs. 2,00,000/- (Rupees TWo Lakhs on\r) on Ms.

Mansi Chhelshankar Trivedi under the provisions of Sections 112(i) of

tlre Customs Act 1962.

(Amit is al

Joint Commissioner,

Customs, Ahmedabad.

Date : O4.O5.2021

I
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BY SPEED POST A.D.

To,

Ms. Mansi C. Trivedi,

Brahmanand Nivas 16, Anant Societ5z,

B/h Saibaba mandir,

Maninagar, Ahmedabad

Copy to:
r The

o The

r The

o The

o The

o The

Principal Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad.

Deputy Commissioner, Customs, RRA, Ahmedabad.

Deputy Commissioner, Customs(Alu), SVPIA, Customs, Ahmedabad

Deputy Commissioner, Customs, Recovery Cell, Ahmedabad.

Deputy Commissioner, Customs, Legal Prosecution, Ahmedabad.

System In-charge, Customs, Ahmedabad for upload on the official

website i.e.htto .ahmedabadcustoms. sov.in

a The Guard File.
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